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Abstract: A method is described for the prediction of site-specific surface ground motion due
to induced earthquakes occurring in predictable and well-defined source zones. The method is
based on empirical Green’s functions (EGFs), determined using micro-earthquakes at sites where
seismicity is being induced (e.g., hydraulic fracturing and wastewater injection during shale oil and
gas extraction, CO2 sequestration, and conventional and enhanced geothermal injection). Using the
EGF approach, a ground-motion field (e.g., an intensity map) can be calculated for a potentially
felt induced event originating within the seismic zone. The approach allows site- and path-specific
effects to be mapped into the ground-motion field, providing a local ground-motion model that
accounts for wave-propagation effects without the requirement of 3D velocity models or extensive
computational resources. As a test case, the ground-motion field for the mainshock (ML = 3.4, M = 3.2)
resulting from the Basel Enhanced Geothermal System (EGS) was simulated using only seismicity
recorded prior to the event. We focussed on peak ground velocity (PGV), as this is a measure of
ground motion on which Swiss norms for vibration disturbances are based. The performance of
the method was significantly better than a previously developed generic ground-motion prediction
equation (GMPE) for induced earthquakes and showed improved performance through intrinsic
inclusion of site-specific effects relative to predictions for a local GMPE. Both median motions and the
site-to-site ground-motion variability were captured, leading to significantly reduced misfit relative to
the generic GMPE. It was shown, however, that extrapolation beyond units of a couple of magnitude
leads to significant uncertainty. The method is well suited to a real-time predictive hazard framework,
for which shaking estimates are dynamically updated in light of newly recorded seismicity.
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1. Introduction

The exploitation of resources in the upper crust has the potential for inducing seismicity due
to changes in pore pressure or the stress field [1]. For example, seismicity has long been associated
with conventional mining activities [2]. Recent advances have led to an increase in activity that may
induce seismic events, particularly where fluid injection is involved [3]. One such example is shale oil
and gas extraction through hydraulic fracturing (“fracking”). This technique has been suggested by
various national governments as a potential solution for improving national energy security (e.g., [4])
and has been shown to be economically profitable in the United States. Several companies in the
United Kingdom are currently planning to drill onshore wells, with many of these in the Bowland
Shales of northern England [5]. On the other hand, with focus on green energy and minimising
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environmental impacts, geothermal energy presents a clean, renewable and therefore environmentally
friendly approach to energy production [6]. Deep geothermal techniques have been trialed across
Europe, with notable examples in Switzerland (Basel and St. Gallen). However, induced seismicity has
proven to be a significant challenge [7,8].

Geothermal energy, geological CO2 storage, and shale hydrocarbon extraction have all led
to induced seismicity, including cases that have been documented as being felt [7,9,10] and even
damaging [8,11]. The process of shale hydrocarbon extraction (and the associated injection of waste
water) and geothermal energy production has therefore come under intense scrutiny and opposition.
In the United States, where the industry is well established, a marked increase in felt seismicity (M > 3)
occurred [3]. Previously it was argued that this was due to injection to depths of several kilometres [12],
but recent work in Canada [13] has shown that processes at shallower depths (i.e., hydraulic fracturing
of the reservoir) may also lead to felt seismicity.

As a result of the potential for induced seismicity when injecting a fluid into the subsurface,
a challenge for operators is to define how earthquake shaking can be monitored, accurately forecast,
and conveyed to regulators and the public [14]. In this sense, there is little difference between the
source of induced seismicity, as there is currently no way to reliably predict events on the basis of
physical processes. Regulatory guidance in the United Kingdom has been proposed by the Oil and
Gas Authority (OGA) to mitigate induced seismicity [15]: threshold magnitudes of ML = 0.0 and
ML = 0.5 are imposed. Upon exceeding these thresholds, action must be taken (pressure regulation
and suspension, respectively) following the “traffic light” approach [16]. While this is an important
step, it does over-simplify a complex problem: the public’s perception and structures’ responses
to earthquake ground shaking are not only related to the earthquake magnitude (of which there
are many definitions that do not necessarily align). In reality, peak motions, such as peak ground
velocity (PGV) at the surface are the critical factor [17,18]. These motions depend not only on the
earthquake source magnitude, but on how energetic it is (earthquakes of equal magnitude can be more,
or less, energetic as a result of their rupture characteristics), wavefield propagation effects (focussing or
defocussing of waves in particular directions), and site amplification effects (different soils can have
significantly different effects on the shaking level [19]). Recent work has also shown how ML is
typically overestimated at the very short distances typical in these applications [7,20]. In order to gain
the public’s trust, operators must therefore openly convey the expected ground shaking that can be
expected, rather than simply source magnitudes.

Current state-of-the-art approaches for seismic hazards focus on using ground-motion prediction
equations (GMPEs) that provide smooth regional or global average ground-motion fields on the
basis of the analysis of data from a myriad of locations [21]. This ergodic approach leads to
significantly higher uncertainty than necessary when applied to a small-scale site [21]. The approach
presented here is based on a simple application of a well-established method for simulating earthquake
ground motion for large tectonic events [22] to a much smaller scale—and with forecasting [23,24]
(using monitored micro-seismicity) rather than retrospective application. We avoid much of the
uncertainty involved in EGF approaches by assuming that events of interest (3 < M < ~5) can be
represented by point sources that have predicable location. The approach is focussed on data collected
during micro-seismic monitoring of the site, which, given a sufficiently dense monitoring network,
contains all the information required to make accurate and high-spatial-resolution predictions for
potential future events.

2. Method

The displacement–time history for an earthquake can be represented as a convolution of the
time-dependent moment tensor, Mij(t), and the gradient of the Green’s function describing the impulse
response of the propagation medium between point source m and site n, gmn(t) [25], integrated over
the fault area, A. In the frequency domain, the convolution can be represented as a multiplication of
the Fourier transform of the far-field representation of the source displacement, E( f ), and the Green’s
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function, G( f ). The Green’s function is itself a product of the path (anelastic and geometric attenuation:
B(R, f ) and S(R)), and site effects: T( f ). For small earthquakes, we can typically assume a point
source, such that

Ωmn( f ) = Em( f )Gmn( f ) = Em( f )Bmn(R, f )Smn(R)Tn( f ). (1)

On the basis of Brune [26] (without loss of generality), the far-field source displacement spectrum
is often modelled as being generated from an instantaneously slipping fault as

E( f ) =
Ω0

1 +
(

f
fc

)2 (2)

where Ω0 is the far-field signal moment (the low-frequency amplitude of the far-field displacement
spectrum in Newton metres) and fc is the source corner frequency. However, various alternative
source models have been proposed (e.g., [27–29]) that could easily be implemented in this approach.

The Green’s function can be estimated using models of velocity, density, and Q [30], or, if only
Fourier amplitude values are required (or if assuming a stochastic phase acceleration time history [31]),
through simplified seismological models for path and site effects (e.g., [32]). Both approaches are
limited—the former relies on the resolution and accuracy of material properties (velocity, density, and
damping), while the latter typically involves simplifications and potential parameter trade-off and
uncertainty (e.g., [33]). For induced earthquakes, where sources tend to be located in a confined region
(e.g., defined by the pore-pressure gradient from the well-head [34]), we can instead take advantage of
the empirical Green’s function (EGF) [22].

The approach taken in this study centres on the fact that given two “point-source” events in the
same location, their Green’s functions will be the same. Given this fact, we can modify the recorded
Fourier spectrum of a small earthquake [ΩEGF( f )] to account for an increase in earthquake magnitude
for a predicted event [ΩP( f )]:

ΩP( f ) = EP( f )G( f ) = A( f )EEGF( f )G( f ) = A( f )ΩEGF( f ). (3)

The adjustment factor A( f ) can be obtained by taking the ratio of the expected larger earthquake’s
source spectrum with that of the smaller earthquake using a simple parametric source (e.g., [26]).
A similar EGF approach has been used extensively for the determination of stress drop and path
effects in small to moderate earthquakes [35–39]. As long as the larger event can still be considered
as a point source, the more complex task of reconstructing the fault geometry using multiple point
sources (e.g., [40]) can be avoided. This is normally the case for induced earthquakes, with magnitudes
generally considered to be much smaller than for tectonic activity (i.e., typically M < 4). While we may
technically break the point-source assumptions at the epicentre, we show that the resulting predictions
(of PGV) are not adversely affected in the case of a moderate (M = 3.2) event.

Given two events [the small recorded (EGF) event (denoted by subscript EGF) and the target
simulated event (subscript p)] at the same location, recorded at the same site, the ratio of their spectra
is given by

A( f ) =
EP

EEGF
( f ) =

Ω0,P

Ω0,EGF

1 +
(

f
fc,EGF

)2

1 +
(

f
fc,P

)2 (4)

if using the Brune [26] source model. This can be further generalized using the stress drop and seismic
moment assuming a circular fault [41]:

fc,x = 0.4906β

(
∆σx

M0,x

) 1
3

(5)
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with
M0,x = 101.5Mw+9.05 (6)

[42], where x indicates the Green’s function event (EGF) or the simulated event (P). Often the stress
drop of earthquakes is assumed to be constant (e.g., between approximately 1 and 100 bars) [43],
which means that the adjustment factor can be defined simply by the two magnitudes (of the recorded
event and target event) and a single value of stress drop. However, we may need to consider the
possible scaling of stress drop with depth [44] or magnitude [45].

After adjusting the spectrum of the recorded event, an inverse fast Fourier transform is made to
obtain the time series of the larger simulated event. This can be performed with either (i) the recorded
event’s (i.e., the EGF’s) phase spectrum (as used here) or (ii) a purely random (stochastic) phase
spectrum, as is the case for stochastic simulations [46], or with a combination of the two. From this,
engineering parameters such as the PGV and acceleration as well as response spectra are obtained [47].

3. Data

For this preliminary analysis, we used a database of events recorded by the Swiss Seismological
Service (SED) in Basel, Switzerland during and after the enhanced stimulation of a deep geothermal
system that eventually induced a ML = 3.4 earthquake on December 8, 2006 [48–50]. The larger event
has been studied in detail and was shown to have M = 3.2 [7]. The events have all been precisely
relocated using cross-correlation approaches [51,52]; 54 small events (ML ≤ 2.7, Figure 1) occurring
prior to the mainshock and located in the seismic cloud of induced earthquakes were used to provide
an estimate of the shaking expected for the M = 3.2 event. Moment magnitudes were estimated using
the ML to M conversion of Goertz-Allmann et al. [53]. For the stress drop, a constant value of 5 MPa
was used. This was slightly higher than the measured value for the M = 3.2 event (3.5 MPa) but
represents a realistic average value in the case that the value is not known a priori [54]. Data were
recorded on either Streckeisen STS-2 broadband seismometers or Kinemetrics EpiSensor accelerometers
with the instrument response deconvolved using station-specific poles and zeros.
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Figure 1. Histogram of the event magnitudes used to estimate peak ground velocity (PGV) values of
the mainshock.

The target for the simulations was to reproduce the ground-motion field of the M = 3.2 event
(Figure 2). Here we focussed on PGV, which is useful as it is a measure of ground motion on which Swiss
norms for vibration disturbances are based. The GMPE of Douglas et al. [55] is also shown in Figure 2.
The GMPE performance is good at distances of interest for induced seismicity, (e.g., R < 30 km),
with PGV values falling within the model’s (large) standard deviation. Beyond 50 km (where the
GMPE is not calibrated), it systematically underestimates the observations. It is noted that the
within-event standard deviation of the GMPE was much larger than that the data exhibited. This was
noted by the authors as a result of combining data from various datasets, with lower uncertainty
evident if analysing data from specific regions [55].
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Figure 2. Peak ground velocity (PGV) (individual horizontal components) from the Basel M = 3.2 event
along with the prediction (median and plus/minus one within-event standard deviation) from the
ground-motion prediction equation (GMPE) of Douglas et al. [55].

4. Simulation of the M = 3.2 Mainshock

For the 54 EGF events, there were 282 recordings (each with three channels) within 100 km
across 15 recording stations (427 records at 49 stations out to 345 km). The EGF predicted PGVs
(geometric mean horizontal, plus/minus one standard deviation, σ) are shown in Figure 3 along with
the recorded data of the M = 3.2 event, the empirical GMPE of Douglas et al. [55], and the stochastic
simulation-based [45] GMPE of Cauzzi et al. [56]. Each predicted PGV is comprised of numerous
individual predictions from the 54 EGF events, which facilitated the calculation of the prediction’s
standard deviation. Outlier suppression at 5σ was applied to individual predictions (before averaging)
to avoid adversely influencing mean predictions. The predicted PGV matched the observed values
well, in some cases reflecting site-specific (within-event) offsets relative to the median PGV of the event.

For this simulation, EGFs were not individually tested for suitable signal-to-noise ratio beyond
cursory visual inspection. We instead relied on the fact that for PGV, the detection and location
algorithms used to produce the waveform database and corresponding catalogue implicitly require the
presence of a PGV well above the background noise (i.e., in short term/long term average [STA/LTA]
algorithms). We note, however, that for increasingly small magnitudes or an increasing recording
distance, this will not hold true, in particular, for very long or short spectral ordinates. Careful signal
to noise ratio analysis should therefore be performed to define usable band limits of the EGF prior to
use in general applications.

In this analysis, we used each EGF event’s phase spectrum to predict the EGF-specific waveform
of the mainshock, the PGV from which we later averaged over all EGF events to produce a stable mean
and standard deviation. Because we were not concerned with the phase characteristics of the predicted
event—in this case we were interested only in the PGV, and in general the response spectrum—we
considered this reasonable. Phase variability (and potential impact on PGV) due to variability in source
mechanisms of induced events is, however, only mapped into predictions given sufficient EGF events
used to generate the mean PGV. In the case that few EGF events are available, it is thus advisable to
consider stochastic in addition to empirical phase predictions [46].
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Figure 3. Comparison of predicted M = 3.2 peak ground velocities (PGVs) from the empirical Green’s
function (EGF) events with the observed values (geometric mean) and the ground-motion prediction
equations (GMPEs) of Douglas et al. [55] and Cauzzi et al. [56]. Note: PGV values are only plotted
where both observation and prediction were available (i.e., where EGF events were available).

It is desirable to predict the likely shaking using the smallest possible events—so that hazards can
be updated as closely as possible to real-time. Unfortunately, however, upscaling smaller and smaller
events amplifies uncertainties or bias (for example, in the selection of the correct stress drop and M for
the small shocks). This is shown by comparing the predictions made using events with only ML ≤ 2
(46 events) and only ML ≤ 1.5 (20 events) (Figure 4). For the case in which ML < 2.0, the predictions
were almost unchanged. Using only events with ML < 1.5 led to overestimation of the PGV at most
distances—likely as a result of noise contamination of the EGFs. Significant outlier predictions also
existed—we therefore suggest that the simulated values are used to represent a statistical distribution
of possible motions rather than deterministic predictions.
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Figure 4. As for Figure 3 but using only events with ML < 2 (a) and ML < 1.5 (b). Note: In this case,
data are plotted only out to 100 km (beyond this distance noise increasingly affected the empirical
Green’s function (EGF)).

An advantage of the EGF approach is its implicit inclusion of site-effects. The method therefore
has the possibility to map spatial variability in site response, given a dense enough monitoring
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network. In Basel, several stations were installed within 40 km of the injection site. Using the
various predictions (GMPE and EGF) and the available records, we present PGV maps in Figure 5.
We note that the predictions of Douglas et al. [55] (top right) predicted a wider extent of shaking
out to ~50 km compared to that indicated by the mainshock data. The EGF method (bottom right)
and Cauzzi et al. model [56] (top left) predicted similar patterns of PGV, although in the near-field,
the EGF method predicted a less regular ground-motion field with a somewhat more focussed region
of the highest intensity, which was closer to the distribution of the mainshock data (bottom left).
While the model of Cauzzi et al. [56] appeared to have similar predictive power to the EGF approach,
we note that this model is a locally derived GMPE—and many regions will not have such a model
available. Therefore, the ability for the EGF approach to produce predictions comparable to this model
is highly significant. In order to quantitatively compare the methods, Figure 6 shows the predicted PGV
(for PGV > 10−5 m/s) compared to the recorded mainshock values alongside the uncertainty of the
prediction. We observe that the station-specific predictions were best matched by the Cauzzi et al. [56]
model, closely followed by the EGF predictions, which tended to somewhat underestimate the median
ground motions. The Douglas et al. model tended to overestimate all but the largest ground motions.
Nevertheless, all models consistently predicted the PGV within one standard deviation of the true PGV.
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Figure 5. Peak ground velocity (PGV) maps (background) and M = 3.2 mainshock amplitude (triangles)
for the Basel event. The background PGV maps show the predictions of Cauzzi et al. [56] (a);
the predictions of Douglas et al. [55] (b); the interpolation of recorded PGV and Cauzzi et al. [56]
(c); and the interpolation of empirical Green’s function (EGF) predictions and Cauzzi et al. [56] (d).
The triangles in each map are coloured according to the recorded PGV at each station.
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Figure 6. Comparison of predicted peak ground velocity (PGV) versus mainshock PGV for the empirical
Green’s function (EGF) (a) and the models of Douglas et al. [55] (b) and Cauzzi et al. [56] (c).

5. Discussion and Conclusions

As suggested by Pavic et al. [24], the hybrid EGF method is a useful tool, not only for retrospective
analyses, but also for predicting earthquake ground motion. We have developed the method specifically
for the case of induced seismicity, in which the point-source approximation can be adopted to simplify
the method and provide more robust predictions. This has been demonstrated for the Basel M = 3.2
event related to fluid injection during stimulation of the enhanced geothermal system. The EGF method
provided predictions comparable to a local GMPE calibrated using thousands of events. In regions
where local GMPEs are not available a priori, the method therefore has significant potential. In the case
that a local GMPE is available, it may be used alongside EGF predictions to provide robust probabilistic
estimates, particularly in the early stages of induced seismicity. While our analysis has focussed on PGV,
the method can be generalised to extend to other spectral ordinates of engineering interest (peak ground
acceleration and response spectra). It should be noted, however, that the applicability will be limited to
a range of oscillator frequencies dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio of the EGF Fourier spectrum and
simulation target scenario. For example, it is unlikely that low-frequency (f < 1 Hz) response spectra
can be obtained from EGF based on micro-seismic (M < 2) events. The EGF method’s advantage is
that it maps path and detailed site effects into the predicted motions in a way that simplified models
(e.g., empirical GMPEs) cannot. It is therefore highly location/implementation-specific, but ultimately
includes surface motion that is of interest to the public and regulators. The method is, however, limited
in predicting motions for events at locations where observations of smaller earthquakes have already
been made—which is not an issue for smaller induced events that occur within the seismic cloud, but
may not provide realistic results for larger events (non-point source) or for events outside the seismic
cloud (i.e., triggered events). Additionally, the uncertainty and possible bias of the prediction increases
for increasingly large scaling (i.e., increasingly low input magnitudes).

Further work is required for this method in order to quantitatively assess the range of input
magnitudes required; however, in this case, using ML < 2 events did provide a good estimate of the
PGV for the main event with ML = 3.4. We also expect that the predictions may be used alongside
GMPEs to provide a robust logic-tree approach, with weights reassigned [57] as EGF data are collected.
However, further work is required to assess the uncertainty introduced when propagating uncertainties
in the stress drop and the M of very small events. In addition, our simple source model, while clearly
effective, does not take into account kinematic complexities such as rupture velocity [58] (which often
manifest as apparent variabilities in stress drop [59]). The flexibility of the proposed approach would,
nevertheless, allow the implementation of any a priori information that may be ascertained as our
knowledge increases—either through scientific or methodological advances, or simply through the
collection of new data. In this study, we used the phase spectrum of the EGF events for simulation of
the mainshock. While this has been shown to be effective, we will investigate the use of a combined
stochastic–empirical approach in future work, which may reduce some outlier predictions in the case
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of limited EGFs. Furthermore, in this analysis we have relied on the fact that events have been detected
and (re-)located to ensure their suitability for use as EGFs. However, there is clearly a frequency band
limitation that should also be considered, as evidenced in the case of using very small (ML < 1.5) events.
In this case, particularly at distances R > 100 km, the signals are not useful as EGFs. A simple solution
for this would be the use of a signal-to-noise ratio analysis to define the limits of EGF applicability.

Implementation in a real-time system with dynamically allocated weighting would clearly
provide a useful tool in monitoring seismic hazards due to induced seismicity [60]. In such cases,
the initial input EGF magnitudes will be low (and should therefore have corresponding high prediction
uncertainty for large events); however increasingly large events may be recorded over time—which
should result in a reduction in the prediction uncertainty. While probabilistic methods are mainly
used to characterise seismic hazards, there is the potential to further reduce uncertainty in the case
that a known fault is activated (i.e., deterministic hazard). In such a case, we can isolate seismicity
related only to this particular fault (e.g., using cross-correlation) in order to obtain associated EGFs.
These fault-specific EGFs can then be used to simulate the ground motion for a larger shock on that
particular fault (rather than using the complete volume of seismicity). The resulting ground-motion
field would then include the specific effects (e.g., radiation pattern) related to this fault. This would be
useful, for example, in the case that a known fault cuts through the injection volume.
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